The Hydrogen Bonding Interactions between the Ionic Liquid 1-Ethyl-3-Methylimidazolium Ethyl Sulfate and Water
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1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl sulfate (EMIES) is a novel ionic liquid with potential industrial applications. Attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy,1,2 1H NMR spectroscopy, and quantum chemical calculations were employed to investigate the molecular interactions between water and EMIES. The infrared spectra were analyzed by two methods: excess spectroscopy and two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy. This showed that the hydrogen bond involving the $-\mathrm{SO}_3$ group in the ethyl sulfate anion (ES) was enhanced, while those involving the aromatic C–H groups of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation (EMI) were weakened in the presence of water. During the process of increasing water concentration, the hydrogen bonding interaction between H$_2$O and SO is prior to that between H$_2$O and the C–H group on the imidazolium ring. At low concentrations, water interacts selectively with $-\mathrm{SO}_3$ in the ethyl sulfate anion, while, at high concentrations (mole fraction of water equal or greater than 0.6), it can also form hydrogen bonds directly with the imidazolium ring. The following sequential order of interaction strength is established: EMI–water–ES > EMI–ES > ES–water > EMI–water.

1. Introduction

Ionic liquids (ILs) are a family of liquid compounds consisting solely of ions at room temperature. They constitute a remarkably promising class of technologically useful and fundamentally interesting materials1–6 and provide an attractive alternative to traditional organic solvents for both laboratory and industrial purposes because of their potential as “green” solvent and reaction media.7–11 Despite tremendous efforts devoted to ILs in recent years, they are still considered as esoteric materials because they are not easily available and are expensive for practical applications. In 2002, Holbrey et al.12 proposed the use of the common industrial alkylating agent diethyl sulfate for the preparation of the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl sulfate (EMIES). This IL possesses a number of desirable properties for potential industrial applications: convenient preparation, good thermal stability, unreactive in air/water, and superior in electrochemistry.13 A number of studies of the properties of EMIES have been published.14–19

To expand the applications of ionic liquids, IL-based mixed solvents have come into focus in recent years.20–22 A particular cosolvent has been the ubiquitous solvent, water. It has been shown that the presence of water and other cosolvents can strongly affect the physical and chemical properties of ionic liquids such as density,16–18,22 surface tension,16,17 vapor pressure,18,19 viscosity,18,22 electrical conductivity,24 heat capacity,15 extraction capacity,14 as well as solvation and solubility properties.25–27

Hydrogen bonds are believed to play an important role in the interaction between ILs and cosolvents.28,29 Some studies focused on hydrogen bonds28–38 have been carried out to understand the properties of ILs and structural changes induced when mixed with other solvents. Seddon’s group was the first to report the existence of hydrogen bonds in imidazolium salts.28 Voth and co-workers investigated the nanostructural organization in [Omim] nitrate IL and water mixtures by MD simulations. They found that the most ordered micelle (cation–cation) structure and water (water–anion–water) network were formed at certain turnover points during dilution with water.29 Takamuku et al. investigated the state of water in the IL 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIBF$_4$), and suggested that the state of water molecules in EMIBF$_4$ significantly changes at $x_w \approx 0.3$.30 Ludwig’s group performed several studies on hydrogen bonds in ILs,31,32 and found strong and directional H-bonds are formed between cations and anions which can fluidize ionic liquids by destroying the symmetry of charge.32 Li’s group33 investigated the properties of the mixtures of deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-$d_6$) and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([Bmim][BF$_4$]) by IR and quantum chemical calculations. They found that hydrogen bonds formed with the nearby functional group of the cation contributed significantly to the blue-shifted C–D stretching vibrations of DMSO-$d_6$.

Water–IL interactions when ILs contain sulfate-based anions are of particular interest to us. There have been a few publications with either fixed water content or limited water concentration range. Chang et al. found that the structure of pure 1,3-dimethylimidazolium methyl sulfate was appreciably changed through hydrogen bonds with water at $x \approx 0.9$.35 Ludwig and co-workers investigated the IL EMIES mixed with low water content up to 1 wt % H$_2$O/D$_2$O through FTIR and DFT calculation, demonstrating that water molecules are mainly H-bonded to the IL anions.4 In another study, Cammarata et al. were the first to report that most of the water molecules exist in symmetric 1:2 type H-bonded complexes with several anions of imidazolium-based ILs involving the [CF$_3$SO$_3$]$^-$ anion at low
water concentration and using D$_2$O in the study of IL–water interaction.$^{36}$ Similar conclusions were approved by Porter et al. using molecular dynamic simulation.$^{37}$

Hydrogen bonding interactions between water and a sulfate-containing IL like EMIES, however, have not been reported in the whole concentration range. To exploit our experience of studies of hydrogen bonds in liquid binary systems,$^{39–42}$ we have investigated the hydrogen bonding properties and dynamic interaction properties of EMIES–water binary systems using ATR-IR, $^1$H NMR, and density functional theory (DFT) calculation. In particular, excess infrared absorption spectroscopy$^{41–43}$ and two-dimensional (2D) correlation spectroscopy have been employed to reveal details of the molecular interactions. The former was developed in our laboratory by applying the idea of excess thermodynamic functions to spectroscopy which can enhance spectral resolution and estimate molecular interactions in liquid solutions.$^{39–42}$ The latter can provide information on the sequential order and the dynamic properties of interaction during the mixing process.$^{44–50}$

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Chemicals. EMIES was synthesized according to Holbrey’s method.$^{12}$ The product obtained is a colorless ionic liquid. The $^1$H NMR chemical shifts of EMIES are as follows: $\delta_0$ (300 MHz, no solvent), 0.7966 (3H, t, NCCH$_3$), 1.1491 (3H, t, OCCH$_3$), 3.5533 (3H, s, NCH$_3$), 3.7038 (2H, q, OCH$_2$), 3.9900 (2H, q, OCH$_2$), 7.4878 (1H, s, C=H), 7.5976 (1H, s, C5–H), 8.8326 (1H, s, C2–H). These data are in good agreement with the literature.$^{12}$ The electrochemical window of EMIES was measured by cyclic voltammetry at 303.15 K. The result showed reductive and oxidative limits of $\sim$1.40 and 2.40 V, respectively, relative to an AI/Al$^{1+}$ reference. This gave an electrochemical potential window of 3.8 V, the same as the published works.$^{12,51}$

Deionized water was distilled in quartz still with a conductivity of (0.9–1.3) $\times$ 10$^{-4}$ S·m$^{-1}$. D$_2$O was purchased from Aldrich (99.9 atom % D).

2.2. Sample Preparation. A series of EMIES–H$_2$O and EMIES–D$_2$O binary mixtures were prepared by weighing. The mole fractions of H$_2$O in EMIES–H$_2$O mixtures are 0.8846, 0.2010, 0.2995, 0.3942, 0.4962, 0.5996, 0.6977, 0.8009, and 0.9014. The mole fractions of D$_2$O in EMIES–D$_2$O mixtures are 0.0991, 0.2115, 0.3071, 0.4038, 0.4980, 0.5978, 0.6982, 0.8011, and 0.9014.

2.3. FTIR Spectroscopy. FTIR spectra over the range from 4000 to 650 cm$^{-1}$ were collected at room temperature ($\sim$25 °C) using a Nicolet 5700 FTIR spectrometer, equipped with a DTGS detector. Two attenuated total reflection (ATR) cells were using a Nicolet 5700 FTIR spectrometer, equipped with a DTGS

$\epsilon^E = \frac{A}{d(C_1 + C_2)} - (x_1\epsilon^E_1 + x_2\epsilon^E_2)$

where $A$ is the absorbance of the mixture, $d$ is the light path length, $C_1$ and $C_2$ are the molarities of the two components, $x_1$ and $x_2$ are the mole fractions of components 1 and 2, and $\epsilon^E_1$ and $\epsilon^E_2$ are the molar absorption coefficients of the two components in their pure states, respectively.

The calculation of the excess infrared spectra was programmed using Matlab 7.0 (Math Works Inc., Natick, MA). The data manipulations, i.e., the subtraction, truncation, and baseline correction of the IR spectra, were also performed using Matlab 7.0.

2.5. 2D IR Correlation Analysis. Standard 2D correlation calculation was performed using Matlab 7.0, based on the algorithm developed by Noda.$^{45}$ The average spectrum of all of the spectra over the full concentration range was used as the reference spectrum. In the 2D correlation contour map, solid and dashed lines represent positive and negative correlation intensities, respectively.

2.6. $^1$H NMR Measurements. The $^1$H NMR spectra of samples were obtained on a JEOL JNM-ECA 300 NMR spectrometer (300 MHz) at 298 K with TMS as the internal standard.

2.7. Quantum Chemical Calculations. The geometries, binding energies, harmonic vibrational frequencies, and IR intensities were obtained by the density functional theory (DFT) at the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set with the Gaussian 03 program.$^{53}$

DFT has been used extensively to study the interactions between ionic liquids and cosolvents such as water, acetone, and DMSO.$^{33,34,54–56}$ We selected the 6-31+G(**) basis set in our calculation following those studies. The optimized geometries were recognized as local minima with no imaginary frequency.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. ATR and Excess Infrared Spectra Analysis. The chemical structure and atom numbering for EMIES is described in Figure 1. The ATR-IR spectra of pure EMIES, H$_2$O, and D$_2$O are shown in Figure 2. Clearly, the use of D$_2$O can avoid the overlap of certain bands of water and the IL. The assignments of the stretching vibrations of the main functional groups C–H, C=–C, C=–N, and $\text{SO}_3$ in pure EMIES are based on a comparison between the observed and calculated frequencies/wavenumbers of the respective vibration modes. The results are listed in Table 1. The scaling factor for the calculated frequencies is 0.955$^{35,44}$ The bands observed above 3040 cm$^{-1}$ are attributed to the C–H stretching vibrations on the imidazolium ring. The vibrational band at wavenumber 3150 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to C4–5–H stretching modes and that at 3104 cm$^{-1}$ to C2–H stretching modes.$^{33,57}$

The bands in the range 3040–2900 cm$^{-1}$ can be assigned to the alkyl (–CH$_3$ and –CH$_2$CH$_2$) stretching vibrations. The bands observed at 1678, 1574, 1221, and 1018 cm$^{-1}$ are attributed to C=C, C=N, asymmetric $\text{SO}_3$, and symmetric $\text{SO}_3$ stretching vibrations in pure EMIES, respectively. The assignments resemble those given by Kiefer et al. who reported first the IR and Raman spectra of EMIES.$^{57}$

To get a general impression of the influence of water on the vibrational spectra of the main functional groups in EMIES, a preliminary experiment in which pure EMIES was spread on ZnSe or Ge ATR crystals and exposed to air ($25$ °C, relative humidity 50%) for more than 15 h was examined. A series of IR spectra were collected as a function of time. The continued increase in the absorbance of $\text{OH}$ stretch band around 3500
and overlap between the S=O stretching and O–D bending in the EMIES–D₂O system. The ATR-IR spectra and excess spectra of the binary mixtures at different water concentrations over the wavenumber range 3300–950 cm⁻¹ are shown in Figure 4. In the ATR-IR spectra (Figure 4a–c), ν(C=–H), ν(C4,5–H), and ν(O–D) show a blue shift, while ν(C=C), ν(C=–SO₃), and ν(–SO₃) show a red shift upon addition of water. The wavenumber values of the shifts are given in Figure 5a. In Figure 4b, the band position of ν(C=–N) is nearly fixed, but a new band located at 1551 cm⁻¹ appears when ν(H₂O) ≥ 0.6. Furthermore, there is an isosbestic point at 1557 cm⁻¹ in the ATR-IR spectra of ν(C=–N) (Figure 4b). The new band and the isosbestic point suggest the existence of a new interacting complex. This new band is assigned tentatively to the direct interacting complex of water and the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation of EMIES. Further discussion will be developed in the later sections.

Excess spectra can reveal the positions of new complexes and the changes in molar absorptivity directly, reflecting details of the molecular interactions in the mixtures. In Figure 4d, with increasing water concentration, the stretching vibration of C2–H and C4,5–H in imidazolium rings has a positive band at the higher wavenumber and negative bands at the lower wavenumber, attributed to the blue shift of the corresponding bands. The stretching vibration of O–D also has a positive band at the higher wavenumber and a negative band at the lower wavenumber, attributed again to the blue shift of the corresponding bands upon dilution.

According to published data, there are weak C=–H···anion hydrogen bonds in EMIES and EMIES–solvent systems. They are classified as proper red-shift H-bonds, and so are the O–D H-bonds. This means that the red shifts of C=–H and O–D stretching vibration bands represent the weakening of these bonds and the strengthening of hydrogen bonding interactions between them and proton acceptors. Now that we observed blue shifts of C2–H and C4,5–H in imidazolium rings upon the dilution process, this implies that water weakens the C=–H···anion hydrogen bonding interactions of EMIES. Furthermore, the blue shift of C2–H is 14 cm⁻¹ and that of C4,5–H is merely 4 cm⁻¹ (Figure 5a), indicating that the former has been subjected to a bigger influence upon dilution. This can be attributed to the stronger hydrogen bond of C2–H···anion than that of C4,5–H···anion. Similarly, we can deduce that the hydrogen bonds between D₂O and the cation/anion of EMIES are weaker than the cooperative hydrogen bonds in pure water based on the blue shift of the O–D stretching vibration.

Furthermore, in Figure 4e, the stretching vibration of C=–N has a negative band at the higher wavenumber and a positive band at the lower wavenumber, attributed to a red shift of the band. For ν(C=–N), there are only some small negative bands at a low concentration of water, but it shows an obvious positive band when χ(H₂O) ≥ 0.6, indicating the imidazolium ring may undergo a different interaction mode with the increase of water content above this level. This implies direct interactions between water and the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation of EMIES when χ(H₂O) ≥ 0.6, which is supported by theoretical calculation, as will be discussed in a later section. In Figure 4f, both ν(–SO₃) and ν(–SO₃) have a negative band at the higher wavenumber and a positive band at the lower wavenumber, which are attributed to red-shift of these bands. Since the red shift of ν(–SO₃) and ν(–SO₃) represent the weakening of the S=O bond and the strengthening of the corresponding hydrogen bond it participates in, the above results indicate that the hydrogen bond S=O···H is enhanced in the dilution

**Figure 1.** Chemical structure of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation (a) and ethyl sulfate anion (b).

**Figure 2.** ATR-IR spectra of EMIES, H₂O, and D₂O determined with ZnSe (in the range 4000–1900 cm⁻¹, left absorbance axis) and Ge (in the range 1850–680 cm⁻¹, right absorbance axis) ATR crystals.

**Table 1:** Observed and DFT-Calculated Frequencies of the C=–H, C=–C, C=–N, and S=O Stretching Vibrations in EMIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequencies (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Calculated[a]</th>
<th>Assignments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3150</td>
<td>3165 (2)</td>
<td>sym. C₄,₅–H stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3148</td>
<td>318 (6)</td>
<td>asym. C₄,₅–H stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3104</td>
<td>3043 (313)</td>
<td>C₂–H stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2980</td>
<td>3023 (6)</td>
<td>asym. (N)–CH₂CH₃ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3009 (0)</td>
<td>asym. (N)–CH₃CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3007 (12)</td>
<td>asym. (N)–CH₃ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2995 (4)</td>
<td>asym. (N)–CH₂CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2988 (34)</td>
<td>asym. (O)–CH₂CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2975 (18)</td>
<td>asym. (N)–CH₂CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2973 (32)</td>
<td>asym. (O)–CH₂CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2948 (8)</td>
<td>asym. (O)–CH₃CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2943</td>
<td>2934 (33)</td>
<td>sym. (N)–CH₂–CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2921</td>
<td>2936 (58)</td>
<td>sym. (N)–CH₂–CH₂ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2899</td>
<td>2907 (31)</td>
<td>sym. (O)–CH₂CH₃ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2905 (47)</td>
<td>sym. (N)–CH₂CH₃ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2905 (23)</td>
<td>sym. (O)–CH₂CH₃ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1678</td>
<td>1536 (21)</td>
<td>C=CC stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>1528 (50)</td>
<td>C=CN stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1221</td>
<td>1161 (284)</td>
<td>asym. SO₃ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1018</td>
<td>940 (269)</td>
<td>SO₃ stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Calculated frequencies are scaled by 0.955. Data in parentheses are infrared intensities in km/mol.
process, in agreement with the general understanding that \( S=O \) is a very good proton acceptor in forming H-bonds with water molecules.

The excess molar absorbances of \( C4,5-H \), \( C2-H \), and \( -SO_3 \) stretching vibration at different water concentrations are displayed in Figure 5b. \( \nu_s(-SO_3) \) and \( \nu_a(-SO_3) \) have positive
excess molar absorbance, while ν(C2−H) and ν(C4,5−H) have negative excess molar absorbance. As judged by the general understanding of the common red-shifted H-bonds,60 the increase or decrease in infrared absorbance is explained as a result of the strengthening or weakening of hydrogen bonds. The excess molar absorbance reported here further supports our conclusions on the H-bond interactions in the dilution process as discussed above. Namely, the hydrogen bond involving −SO3 is enhanced (positive excess molar absorbance) and that involving the C−H in the imidazolium ring is weakened upon dilution (negative excess molar absorbance). The different changing patterns in hydrogen bond strength as discussed above suggest the possible existence of selective interactions among water, anion, and acidic protons on the imidazolium ring.

3.2. Two-Dimensional Correlation Analysis. In order to probe the sequential order of interactions in the dilution process of EMIES by water, 2D correlation analysis is performed with focus on ν(alkyls) and ν(−SO3) in EMIES with increasing water concentration. Since the bands of ν(alkyls) are overlapped by the stretching vibration of H2O and the bands of ν(−SO3) are overlapped by the bending vibration of D2O, the ν(alkyls) in the EMIES−D2O system and ν(−SO3) in the EMIES−H2O system are used to do the 2D correlation analysis. These selected bands were normalized with the modified component-normalization method,39 i.e., the absorption bands of ν(alkyls) and ν(−SO3) in excess infrared spectra were divided by the corresponding mole fraction of EMIES. The synchronous and asynchronous 2D correlation contour maps of ν(alkyls) and ν(−SO3) in the EMIES−water system are given in Figure 6.

Take the cross peaks of ν(C2−H) located at 3104 cm−1 and ν(−SO3) located at 1018 cm−1 as an example. There are two cross peaks at (3106 cm−1, 1007 cm−1) and (3103 cm−1, 1021 cm−1) in the synchronous 2D correlation map and also two cross peaks at (3116 cm−1, 1010 cm−1) and (3116 cm−1, 1023 cm−1) in the asynchronous 2D correlation map. In the synchronous 2D correlation map, the cross peak at (3106 cm−1, 1007 cm−1) is negative and that at (3103 cm−1, 1021 cm−1) is positive. The negative or positive peaks are due to the different or same changing directions of the absorption coefficient of ν(C2−H) and ν(−SO3). The changing direction of the absorption coefficient can be indicated by the excess infrared spectra (Figure 4d,f); the excess mole absorbance of ν(C2−H) is negative, while the excess mole absorbance of ν(−SO3) is negative at higher wavenumber and positive at lower wavenumber. In the asynchronous 2D correlation map, the cross peak at (3116 cm−1, 1010 cm−1) is positive and that at (3116 cm−1, 1023 cm−1) is negative. Thus, the signs of synchronous and asynchronous cross peaks of [ν(C2−H), ν(−SO3)] are different. According to Noda’s rule,55,56 the absorption coefficient of ν(−SO3) varies prior to that of ν(C2−H) with increasing concentration of water. The signs of synchronous and asynchronous cross peaks of [ν(C2−H), νa(−SO3)], [ν(C4,5−H), νa(−SO3)], and [ν(C4,5−H), νd(−SO3)] are also different, indicating the absorption coefficient of −SO3 stretching vibration varies prior to that of C2−H and C4,5−H stretching vibration with increasing water concentration. Namely, the water molecule interacts preferentially with the −SO3 group of EMIES.

Furthermore, the selective interaction of H2O with the −SO3 group may be responsible for the previous deduction that the imidazolium ring may undergo a different interaction when x(H2O) ≥ 0.6 with the increase of water content. The dynamic process is proposed as follows: water molecules interact first with the −SO3 group, leading to the weakening of the hydrogen bond between 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation and ethyl sulfate anion; then, water molecules interact with the C−H groups in the imidazolium ring directly when x(H2O) ≤ 0.6, leading to an evident change of the C=N stretching vibration.

Considering the shape change and peak shift may influence proper 2D correlation analysis, we have used a parameter, relative extent of absorbance variation η, to evaluate the selective interactions separately. The parameter η and the deviation of absorption coefficient εd have been described elsewhere.39,41 Their expressions are as follows.

\[ \varepsilon_d = \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{ref}}}{x_i} \]  
\[ \eta = \frac{\varepsilon_d}{\varepsilon_{\text{d,ref}}} \]  

where εd,ref is a selected reference value of εd at a high enough water concentration. The integral values of εd for ν(C4,5−H) + ν(C2−H) and νa(−SO3) and νd(−SO3) are shown in Figure 7a. The εd value of ν(C4,5−H) + ν(C2−H) is negative, and those of νa(−SO3) and νd(−SO3) are all positive and change monotonously with increasing water concentration.

By taking x(water) = 0.9 as the reference point, the relative extents of absorbance variation of ν(C4,5−H) + ν(C2−H), νa(−SO3), and νd(−SO3) are calculated. The results are shown in Figure 7b. Both of the curves for νa(−SO3) and νd(−SO3) have a shorter half-time and a greater half-intensity than that of ν(C4,5−H) + ν(C2−H) in EMIES with increasing D2O or H2O concentration. This means that the −SO3 group in EMIES changes in precedence to the C−H group in EMIES with increasing water concentration.42 The results demonstrate that the interaction of H2O with −SO3 in the anion of EMIES is...
stronger than that with the C–H groups of the imidazolium cation, resulting in a preferential change in the absorption coefficient of ν_\text{vs}(–SO_3) and ν_\text{as}(–SO_3). These results are in agreement with the conclusions drawn from 2D correlation analysis.

3.3. 1H NMR Chemical Shift Analysis. 1H NMR measurements of pure EMIES and EMIES–D_2O mixtures were carried out at 298 K, and the chemical shift changes of individual hydrogen atoms during the dilution process were evaluated. The 1H NMR chemical shift data are listed in Table SI1 in the Supporting Information. The chemical shift changes of individual hydrogen atoms are displayed in Figure 8. The results show that the chemical shifts of C2–H, C4–H, and C5–H have the most significant changes and they move to a high field position upon dilution. This indicates an increased electron density of these three hydrogen atoms, a result of the weakening of the hydrogen bonding interactions. The chemical shifts of hydrogen atoms in NCH_2 and NCH_3 show a slight upfield chemical shift, and those of OCH_2, OCH_2CH_2 (or simplified as OCCH_3), and NCH_2CH_2 (or NCCH_3) are shifted downfield, resulting probably from the influence of hydrogen bonding cooperativity. The chemical shift information confirms the conclusions drawn from IR studies, showing that the hydrogen bonding involving C–H groups in the dialkyl-imidazolium ring becomes weaker with increasing water concentration.

3.4. Quantum Chemical Calculations. The optimized geometries of EMIES, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation (EMI)–H_2O, and ethyl sulfate anion (ES)–H_2O were studied. The results are shown in Figure 9a–c. The sum of van der Waals atomic radii of hydrogen and oxygen (2.5 Å) is used as a critical value for judging if a hydrogen bond is present between hydrogen and oxygen atoms. Hydrogen bonds are denoted by dashed lines, and the corresponding H···O distances are labeled in Figure 9. It is found that hydrogen bonds can exist between C2–H or alkyl C–H and O=S in EMIES, between C2–H and O in EMI–H_2O, and between O–H and O=S in ES–H_2O. It is noteworthy that both the anion ES (Figure 9a) and water molecule (Figure 9b) prefer to interact with C2–H, rather than with C4,5–H. Comparison of the interaction pairs in Figure 9a and b tells us that, though the bigger size donor ES can form a H-bond with C2–H and CH_3, the smaller size donor H_2O can only form a H-bond with C2–H. These results suggest that C2–H is the most active hydrogen atom in the cation, consistent
with the facts that the carbon C2 is positively charged owing to the electron deficit in the imidazolium ring, making C2–H the most acidic hydrogen atom on the imidazolium ring.5,34

The interaction energies of EMIES, EMI−H2O, and ES−H2O and the stretching frequencies and vibration intensities of the respective functional groups are summarized in Table 2. It can be seen that the interaction energy of EMIES (−362.03 kJ/mol) is much larger in absolute value than that of EMI−H2O (−48.36 kJ/mol) and ES−H2O (−59.67 kJ/mol), respectively. The large interaction energy of EMIES is due to the electrostatic interaction of the cation and the anion. The interaction energy of ES−H2O is greater than that of EMI−H2O, indicating that the interaction between H2O and the ethyl sulfate anion is stronger than that between H2O and the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation. This is in agreement with the FTIR results, where ν(C2−H) shows a blue shift and decreased intensity, while νas(−SO3) and νs(−SO3) are red-shifted and increased in intensity in the presence of water. Due to the larger interaction energy, water molecules may selectively interact with the ethyl sulfate anion under low hydration conditions. Furthermore, the interaction energy of EMIES−H2O (−413.56 kJ/mol) is larger in absolute value than that of EMIES (−362.03 kJ/mol). This explains the ready solubility of EMIES in water and the hygroscopic property of this ionic liquid.

Neither cation EMI nor anion ES can exist alone in a system. However, the interaction models depicted in Figure 9b and c are provided for the understanding of the selective interaction between water and the cation/anion of EMIES. The shorter hydrogen bond length between SO and H2O than that between C2−H and OH2 supports our conclusion that the main interaction site of the water molecule in the EMIES−H2O system is the ethyl sulfate anion at low water concentration.

The optimized geometry of an EMIES−H2O complex has also been evaluated, and the result is shown in Figure 9d. This gives the anion−water interaction mode in the presence of cation. It is found that hydrogen bonding interactions are present between H2O and two oxygen atoms of the −SO3 group in the ethyl sulfate anion with the O⋯H distances of 1.938 and 2.354 Å, respectively. A H-bond is also present between the −SO3 group and the C2−H on the imidazolium ring with an O⋯H distance of 1.971 Å. The O⋯H distance between H2O and C2−H on the imidazolium ring is 2.777 Å, longer than the sum of van der Waals radii of O and H elements, demonstrating that no hydrogen bonding interaction is present between H2O and the C2−H group on the imidazolium ring at this water−IL composition. We note that the O⋯H distance between the oxygen atom of H2O and one hydrogen of the −CH3 group on the side chain of the cation is very short (2.103 Å), indicating the possible existence of a H-bond between H2O and the alkyl chain of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation, which is usually weaker than that between H2O and the aromatic C−H.34,58 The reason that water forms H-bonds with the methyl C−H, rather than aromatic C2−H, is explained as the presence of strong cation−anion interaction.

Finally, it is noteworthy that Figure 9 gives only some probable geometries of interaction complexes in the mixture of EMIES and water. Those cannot represent all of the possible interaction modes over the wide water concentration range. Taking low water content as an example, Köddermann et al.4 reported that a water molecule forms two H-bonds to two anions in the EMIES−water binary system, while it forms two H-bonds with one anion when the ethyl sulfate anion is replaced with bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (NTf2). Using the molecular dynamics method, Porter et al.37 demonstrated that the interaction mode in the latter case is also anion−water−anion, which is in agreement with an earlier experimental work of Cammarata et al.36 At high water content, we believe self-associated water molecules, ion−water interaction complexes with ratios different from 1/1, and the cooperative H-bonding networks such as the ES−water−water complex also exist in the studied system. Even some thermodynamically unstable interaction modes can be present in the system kinetically. All of these forms of interactions jointly give the broad feature of OH (OD) stretching vibration as observed in IR spectra.

Conclusions

ATR-IR spectra of the EMIES−water binary system with different mole fractions of water show the influence of water content on the mode and intensity of hydrogen bonding interactions between water molecules and the cation/anion of EMIES. The C−H groups in the dialkyl-imidazolium ring and −SO3 in the ethyl sulfate anion are characteristic groups interacting with water molecules. Using excess infrared spectroscopy, it was found that the −SO3 group in the ethyl sulfate anion undergoes enhanced hydrogen bonding interaction and the C−H groups in the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cation undergo weakened hydrogen bonding interaction with the increasing concentration of water. The analysis of theoretical calculations and chemical shift difference in 1H NMR also supports these results. Two-dimensional correlation analysis demonstrates that the hydrogen bonding interaction between H2O and −SO3 is prior to the interaction between H2O and the C−H group on the imidazolium ring during the hydration process. Water, at limiting concentrations, interacts preferentially with the ethyl sulfate anion. At high concentrations, namely, when the mole fraction is x ≥ 0.6 as evidenced from the infrared and excess spectra, water can also interact with the hydrogen atoms on the imidazolium ring, forming a stable new complex. Through comparison of the mutual interactions among the species EMI, ES, and water, the following sequential order of interaction strength is obtained: EMI−water−ES > EMI−ES > ES−water > EMI−water. These studies on hydrogen bonding interactions between EMIES and water provide important information for a deeper understanding of the physical properties of the sulfate-containing ILs and may shed light on the information for a deeper understanding of the physical properties of the sulfate-containing ILs and may shed light on the
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